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Abs t rac t .  We present an approach to a typical task of active sensing, 
namely how to successively position the sensor in order to accomplish 
a given task. The approach is data driven since it is only the data that 
provides the information for planning the next views, and no a priori 
knowledge about the constituents of the scene is necessary. We applied 
our approach to the task of determining the 3-D coordinates of vertices 
of object silhouettes in the image under orthographic projection. 

1 Introduct ion 

It has long been realized that  information obtained from a single viewpoint might 
not be sufficient for successfully accomplishing a task and that  additional views 
are necessary [1,2,4,5,6]. 

In this paper we present an active sensor system which tends to accomplish a 
given task by acquiring a minimal number of images. The principle which guides 
the next-view planning is the Maz-Min principle. The viewing direction from 
which the first image is acquired is arbitrary or predefined. To select the new 
viewing direction for image acquisition, the sensor system must estimate how 
much of the yet unknown data  necessary to accomplish the task can be acquired 
from each possible viewing direction. This estimate is based only on the infor- 
mation acquired in the previous images. When there is insufficient information 
the worst-case situation is assumed. Thus for each viewing direction the minimal 
amount  of data  that  can be obtained is anticipated, i.e., the utilization of the 
minimum principle. To select the best viewing direction for the next view we 
propose two different strategies: 

1. From all possible viewing directions select the one which gives under the 
assumption of worst-case situation for the unknown data  the maximal amount 
of new information. 

2. First compute the necessary viewing directions from which all the necessary 
data  to accomplish the task can be acquired, and then select among these 
viewing directions the one which maximizes the amount of new information. 
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While the first strategy can be compared to a greedy algorithm which tries to 
obtain at each step the maximal information regardless of the final number of 
views, the second strategy with its look-a-head capability takes into account a 
more global view. 

2 Geometry  of the Viewer 

The scene is defined in a rectangular coordinate system (X, Y, Z). The viewer's 
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Fig. 1. (a) Viewing direction V, (b) Camera image plane. 

position is on a half sphere with radius R (Fig. l(a)). The unit vector V point- 
ing toward the viewer is given by V T = [ cos ~v cos ~v ,  sin ~v cos r  sin ~ y  ]. 
~y  E [0, 27r) denotes the azimuth and r  E [0,-~] the elevation. The viewer's 
coordinate system (Xv ,Yv ,Zv )  is located in the center of the scene coordi- 
nate system. The coordinates of a point P = (Xp, Yp, Zp) are in the viewer's 
coordinate system given as (Xv = Z x V,  Xv • Yv  = V, Zv = V) 

Yvp | = ~ - c o s ~ v  s in~v - singly s i n e v  cos~Sv Yp (1) 
Zvp J L cos ~v cos~v sin ~v cos ~v  sin e v  z p  

The camera image plane is parallel to the viewer's Xv-Yv plane where the 
image axes (x, y) are defined so as to be parallel to the axes (Xv, Yv) (Fig. l(b)). 
Zv is orthogonal to the image plane. We assume that  the imaging is performed 
under the orthographic projection: 

x =  Xy,  Y= Yv . (2) 

3 Task Definition 

A set of objects lies on the horizontal base surface of the scene. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that the first image is acquired from the viewing 
direction V1 = (0, 0, 1), i.e., $vl = - ~ ,  ~v1 = ~. In the image obtained from the 
first viewing direction the vision system extracts the silhouettes of the objects 2. 

2 We assume that our vision system can distinguish whether an image point is a 
projection of the object or a projection of the support plane. 
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The task that we study can now be formulated as: In the image of the first view 
determine the 3-D coordinates of the vertices on the detected silhouettes. 

4 G e o m e t r i c a l  I n f o r m a t i o n  in  t h e  F i r s t  t w o  V i e w s  

To design an efficient algorithm we first have to answer the following two ques- 
tions: 1. Which geometrical information of object points acquired in the image of 
the first view can be extracted from the image? 2. Which geometrical information 
can be obtained about these points from the second view? 

First view: Let p = (Xp, yp) be a projection of an object point P = (Xp, Yp, Zp). 
Eqs. (1) and (2) yield: Xp = Xv~ = xp, Yp = Yyp = Yp. The coordinate that 
remains unknown after the first view is Zp coordinate. 

Second view: Let the second viewing direction be (~y2,4~v2). Object points on 
the line Y~%,n = tan(~y2)x + n in the image of the first view have their corre- 
sponding points on the line x = n cos(~P�89 in the image of the second view (if 
they are not occluded) [3]. The assumption that the point p on the line Y~v2,n 
(Fig. 2) projects into the point (ncos(~v2), Ym~=2) gives the upper bound of the 
height of the scene at the location (Xp, Yp). We denote the computed bound 
as Zm~=. After the second view we know for each object point p its (Xp, Yp) 
coordinates and the upper bound on its Z coordinate Zp <_ Z,~=(Xp, Yp). 

Image Rane / /  
~ Second View// Top View 

x=n cos( ~v~ ~ " ' ~ .  .... 

1 y=tan( vZv2,~+n 

Image a~ Second "View 

x-, c~(~,._) 

Fig. 2. Computation of Z.~.=. 

5 C o m p u t a t i o n  o f  A z i m u t h  a n d  E l e v a t i o n  A n g l e  

From the first view we get (X, Y) coordinates of the vertices. All the following 
views are selected to determine their Z coordinates. Two conditions must be 
met to determine the Z coordinate of a vertex from the next view: 1. The vertex 
must not be occluded by any part of the scene. 2. The vertex must be uniquely 
determined in the image. 

For each convex vertex vi in the image of the first view we compute the 
set of possible viewing directions--the azimuth angle ~(vi) and for the select- 
ed azimuth the elevation angle ~(vi) [3] from which the viewer can uniquely 
determine 3-D coordinates of the vertex Vi. 
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Possible viewing directions for the second view: After the first view the height 
of the scene remains completely undetermined, therefore to compute !P(vi) and 
q)(vl) the following two assumptions are made for each azimuth value ~Pv:: 

1. Vertex ~ is occluded if there is an object point on the line Y~v~,n in the 
image of the first view in front of vi relative to the viewer a, 

2. The corresponding point of vi can not be uniquely determined if there is 
an object point on the line y~%,~ in the image of the first view behind vi 
relative to the viewer. 

Using these two assumptions we determine for each vertex vi the minimal set of 
viewing directions. The slopes of the lines Y~,v~ ,n;n ~ ~, kVv~ ~ [0, 2~r) which pass 
only through the vertex vi define the set of all azimuth values--azimuth angle 
~P(v~). The elevation angle, which is equal for all vertices, is: 4~(vi) = [0,-~) for 
any ~Pv~ ~ ~P(vi). The point in the image of the second view corresponding to vi 
is the point on the line x = n cos ~Pv~ with the largest y coordinate [3]. 

Possible viewing directions for the third and all subsequent views: Knowing the 
Z,na~ coordinate (which is updated after each view) for each pair (X, Y) of the 
scene, we compute new azimuth and elevation angles for vertices vi. 

Let the two points pl and p~ lie on the line y~p~,~2,n in the image of the 
first view (Fig. 3). Pl and P2 are the projections of the surface points P1 and 
P2, respectively. Let the point P1 be in front of the point P2 relative to the 
viewer. The scene at the location (Xp~,Yp~) can be occupied for 0 < Z 
Zmax(Xp~,Yp~) and at the location (Xp~,Yp2) for 0 ~_ Z < Zma=(Xp~,YP~). 

Possible y 
Possible y Coordinate o1P2 
OoorOin,,,o, yj,  

y Coordinate I' r  | c  i I 

x,!Y1 x2!Y2 

Fig. 3. Computation of the minimal viewing elevation. 

The y coordinates of P1 and Pz lie on the intervals (Fig. 3): 
<_. < 

y((Xp~ ,Yp~, O),Opl,v2,~v) <_ Yv~ <- Y((XP~,YP2, Zm.'(XP~'YP2))'OP,,v~'4~v)' 
respectively. The two intervals do not overlap if 

Y zmo (xv,, e , )  - :  = . ( 3 )  ~y > arctan( 
v/(rv,  - Yp~) ~ + (Xe, - Xp:) z) 

a vl lies on the line ye%,,. 
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If p2 is a vertex then for the viewing direction (~pl,p2, ~ > ~Smin(Pl,P2)) the 
scene at the location (Xp1 , Yp~) does not occlude/)2. If Pl is a vertex then for 
(~Pp~,p2,4)v > qSmin(pl,p2)), we can distinguish the projection of P1 from the 
projections of the points at (Xp2, YP2) [3]. Taking into account Zmax for each 
scene location the new azimuth and elevation angles can be computed. 

6 D e t e r m i n i n g  t h e  N e x t  V i e w i n g  D i r e c t i o n  

For the next viewing direction we must determine the azimuth and the elevation 
value. The selection of azimuth has a dominant role. 

First we build a histogram ~ ( r  which shows the number of vertices that 
can be determined for any azimuth value r E [0, 2~r). 

One possible solution is to select as the next azimuth value the one from which 
the largest number of vertices can be determined, i.e., r for which 7-/(r has a 
global maximum. Another possible solution to the problem is first to analyze the 
histogram 7-/(r and find the necessary number of viewing directions from which 
we can compute the Z coordinate of all the vertices, and then select among them 
the one from which the largest number of vertices can be determined. Due to 
the lack of space the reader is referred to [3]. 

7 E x p e r i m e n t a l  R e s u l t s  

A scene consists of two rectangloids and two pyramids. In the image of the first 
view (Fig. 4(a)) we locate 16 vertices. For each vertex we compute the azimuth 
angle and build the histogram (Fig. 4(b)). For ~Pv2 we choose the value from one 
of the histogram maxima: ~Pv2 = 270, 5 ~ ~v2 can be any value from the interval 
[0, ~). We choose r = 76.5~ From this view we can determine the Z coordi- 
nates of six vertices marked by circles, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Fig. 5(a) shows the 
image taken from the second view. Fig. 5(b) depicts the Ym~,~2 coordinates from 
which we can get the Zma~ coordinates. We compute new azimuth angles for 
the remaining 10 vertices. Fig. 5(c) depicts the new histogram. Two additional 

Fig. 4. (a) Image of the scene taken from the first view, (b) Histogram showing the 
number of vertices for which the Z coordinate can be determined with respect to the 
azimuth value, (c) Six selected vertices. 
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c) 

Fig. 5. (a) The image of the scene taken from the second viewing direction, (b) y,n~x~ 
coordinates, (c) Histogram of remaining 10 vertices. 

images must be acquired to accomplish the task: one azimuth value must be 
selected from the interval (175 ~ 189 ~ or (355~ 9~ another from the interval 
(27 ~ , 85 ~ or (2070 , 265~ We choose as the third azimuth value gtv3 = 2 ~ . For the 
vertices vi which are selected by this azimuth we compute the minimal elevation 
#min(vi).  Elevation must be #y3 > maxi(q~min(vi)). We compute: #v3 > 67~ 

8 Conc lus ion  

In this paper we explored the issue of selecting the optimal set of views from 
which the viewer can determine the 3-D coordinates of convex vertices of objects 
silhouettes. However, the information acquired in the set of images is much 
richer--we also get the limits of the height of each object point in the scene, 
Z , ~  4. This information can be helpful in many robotic tasks to avoid collisions 
of robot arm with the objects in the scene. The method can also be extended to 
non-polyhedral scenes. In that case the loci of attention can be the convex parts 
of object silhouettes. 
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